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Name: 

Spelling Words

2 0 0 2 2 9

Answer the questions. 

1. How many long vowel sounds are in the word variety? _______________________

2. In the word fluency, which vowel makes a schwa sound? _______________________

3. How many schwa sounds are in the word objection? _______________________

4. In the word regional, which letters make schwa sounds? _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. having a right to something _______________________

6. done with intent or reason _______________________

7. a change or addition _______________________

8. having the ability or skill to do something _______________________

Write a spelling word that is an antonym for each word below. 

9. unoriginal  ___________________________ (10 letters)

10.  frequently  ___________________________ (6 letters)

11.  sturdy ___________________________ (8 letters)

12.  pleasant  ___________________________ (11 letters)

Spelling List F-9: Schwa

askew
objection
amendment
especially
engaging
entitlement
fluency

innovative
considerable
delicate
purposefully
variety
regional
afterward

anthem
seldom
troublesome
competent
merchant
monument

Spelling Words Review Words

mustache
digestion
exaggeration

governor
occasional

Challenge Words
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Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  They constructed a fence around the _______________________ to keep people from  
  climbing on it.

14.  Some towns may experience flooding due to the _______________________ amount of  
  rainfall.

15.  Ainsley will be singing the national _______________________ at the hockey game.

16.  Cedric hung his portrait _______________________ , so his mother helped straighten it out.

17.  Did you think Mr. Martinez’s hands-on science lesson was more _______________________  
  than usual?

18.  Orchestra practice is at 11:00, and then we’ll eat lunch immediately _______________________.

19.  Yareli searched all over the marketplace for a _______________________ selling her favorite  
  blend of tea.

20.  The kids were _______________________ excited for vacation because of the great weather  
  forecast.

Answer the questions. 

21.  How many syllables are in the review word exaggeration? ___________________________

22.  In the word mustache, which two letters make the /sh/ sound? ___________________________

23.  What short vowel sound is in the review word digestion? ___________________________

24.  Which challenge word has a long vowel sound? ___________________________

25.  Which challenge word has an odd number of syllables? ___________________________

askew
engaging

afterward
merchant

especially
considerable

   anthem
   monument 

Spelling List F-9: Schwa



Answer the questions. 

1. How many long vowel sounds are in the word variety? _______________________

2. In the word fluency, which vowel makes a schwa sound? _______________________

3. How many schwa sounds are in the word objection? _______________________

4. In the word regional, which letters make schwa sounds? _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. having a right to something _______________________

6. done with intent or reason _______________________

7. a change or addition _______________________

8. having the ability or skill to do something _______________________

Write a spelling word that is an antonym for each word below. 

9. unoriginal  ___________________________ (10 letters)

10.  frequently  ___________________________ (6 letters)

11.  sturdy ___________________________ (8 letters)

12.  pleasant  ___________________________ (11 letters)
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ANSWER KEY

two

e

two

io and a

entitlement

purposefully

amendment

competent

innovative

seldom

delicate

troublesome

Spelling List F-9: Schwa

askew
competent
amendment
engaging
fluency
merchant
innovative

monument
seldom
regional
troublesome
variety
purposefully
delicate

entitlement
anthem
especially
objection
considerable
afterward

Spelling Words Review Words

mustache
digestion
exaggeration

governor
occasional

Challenge Words



Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  They constructed a fence around the _______________________ to keep people from  
  climbing on it.

14.  Some towns may experience flooding due to the _______________________ amount of  
  rainfall.

15.  Ainsley will be singing the national _______________________ at the hockey game.

16.  Cedric hung his portrait _______________________ , so his mother helped straighten it out.

17.  Did you think Mr. Martinez’s hands-on science lesson was more _______________________  
  than usual?

18.  Orchestra practice is at 11:00, and then we’ll eat lunch immediately _______________________.

19.  Yareli searched all over the marketplace for a _______________________ selling her favorite  
  blend of tea.

20.  The kids were _______________________ excited for vacation because of the great weather  
  forecast.

Answer the questions. 

21.  How many syllables are in the review word exaggeration? ___________________________

22.  In the word mustache, which two letters make the /sh/ sound? ___________________________

23.  What short vowel sound is in the review word digestion? ___________________________

24.  Which challenge word has a long vowel sound? ___________________________

25.  Which challenge word has an odd number of syllables? ___________________________

askew
engaging

afterward
merchant

especially
considerable

   anthem
   monument 
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ANSWER KEY

five

ch

/ĕ/

occasional

governor

monument

considerable

anthem

askew

engaging

afterward

merchant

especially

Spelling List F-9: Schwa


